We attach an additional standard camera to a light field camera using a tripod screw, so they can be easily carried together. (b) The inputs consist of a standard 30 fps video and a 3 fps light field sequence. (c) Our system then generates a 30 fps light field video, which can be used for a number of applications such as refocusing and changing viewpoints as the video plays.
We attach an additional standard camera to a light field camera using a tripod screw, so they can be easily carried together. (b) The inputs consist of a standard 30 fps video and a 3 fps light field sequence. (c) Our system then generates a 30 fps light field video, which can be used for a number of applications such as refocusing and changing viewpoints as the video plays.
Light field cameras have many advantages over traditional cameras, as they allow the user to change various camera settings after capture. However, capturing light fields requires a huge bandwidth to record the data: a modern light field camera can only take three images per second. This prevents current consumer light field cameras from capturing light field videos. Temporal interpolation at such extreme scale (10x, from 3 fps to 30 fps) is infeasible as too much information will be entirely missing between adjacent frames. Instead, we develop a hybrid imaging system, adding another standard video camera to capture the temporal information. Given a 3 fps light field sequence and a standard 30 fps 2D video, our system can then generate a full light field video at 30 fps. We adopt a learning-based approach, which can be decomposed into two steps: spatio-temporal flow estimation and appearance estimation. The flow estimation propagates the angular information from the light field sequence to the 2D video, so we can warp input images to the target view. The appearance estimation then combines these warped images to output the final pixels. The whole process is trained end-to-end using convolutional neural networks. Experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms current video interpolation methods, enabling consumer light field videography, and making applications such as refocusing and parallax view generation achievable on videos for the first time.
INTRODUCTION
Light field cameras have recently become available in the consumer market (e.g. Lytro), making applications such as post-shot photograph refocusing and viewpoint parallax possible. The great promise of the light-field camera is that a lot of what used to be a pre-process (focus, aperture, etc) can now be a post-process -you shoot first and then decide what you want later. The biggest advantage for this would be for shooting movies, as the director can experiment with changing focus within different parts of the video after it has been captured. It can also save the effort of focus pulling, i.e. manually shifting the focus plane to remain focused on a moving object within a shot. However, recording scenes in both spatial and angular domains takes a significant amount of data, which limits the maximum data transfer (write) speed, given a limited bandwidth. For example, the raw output image of the Lytro ILLUM camera is 5300 × 7600 pixels, which is nearly 20 times the resolution of 1080p videos. Assuming we are given the same bandwidth as a 1080p 60 fps video, we can only record light field images at 3 fps, which is exactly the rate of the continuous shooting mode for Lytro ILLUM. Although some modern film cameras such as the Red camera (2017) can shoot at higher frame rate, they are usually very expensive, and cannot easily fit the budget for "YouTube filmmakers" -artists making high-quality but lowbudget work using consumer-grade equipment and non-traditional distribution channels. For this new democratized cinematography, a $30-50k Red camera is usually out of reach. This makes recording light field videos of normal activities impractical for these artists.
One possible solution is to use a cheaper consumer camera, and perform video interpolation. That is, given the temporal sampling of the scene, interpolate between the input frames to recover the missing frames. However, it is extremely hard to interpolate such a low frame-rate video. In fact, some motion may be entirely missing between neighboring frames, making interpolation impossible, as shown in Fig. 2 .
In this paper, we approach this problem in a fundamentally different way. We develop a hybrid imaging system, combining the Lytro ILLUM camera with a video camera capable of capturing a standard 30 fps video (Fig. 1a) . The inputs to our system thus consist of a low frame-rate light field video and a standard 2D video (Fig. 1b) . 1 The 3 fps light field video captures the angular information, while the 30 fps video gathers the temporal information. Our goal is to output a full light field video with all angular views at the standard video rate (Fig. 1c left) . This makes light field image applications achievable on videos for the first time using consumer cameras, such as digital refocusing and parallax view generation as the video is played (Fig. 1c right) .
Given the sparse light field sequence and the 2D video, we propose a learning-based approach to combine these two sources of information into one. We achieve this by propagating the angular information captured at the light field frames to the 2D-only frames. For each target view in the missing light field frames, we solve a view synthesis problem. We break down the synthesis process into two steps: a spatio-temporal flow estimation step and an appearance estimation step (Fig. 3) . The first step estimates the flows between both the 2D frames and the light field frames, and warps them to the target view accordingly (Sec. 3.1, Fig. 4a) . The second step then combines these warped images to output the final pixel color (Sec. 3.2, Fig. 4b ).
For both estimation steps, we adopt the recently popular convolutional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al. 1998 ). An advantage of using CNN methods compared to traditional (i.e. non-learning) methods is that they can provide end-to-end training, so the generated results will usually be better than doing each step independently. Another advantage is that CNNs are much faster than traditional methods. For example, our flow estimation network is two orders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art optical flow method (Revaud et al. 2015) . Overall, our method takes less than one second to generate a novel view image, and after that, 0.06 seconds for an additional view. Also note that normally, training flow networks would require the ground truth flows, which are hard to obtain. However, we show that we are able to train them by minimizing errors when the outputs are used to warp images, without utilizing ground truth (Fig. 8) . 1 We downsample the video resolution to match the light field sub-aperture resolution. Therefore, the extra bandwidth required for recording the video is actually minimal (about 5% more pixels), and in the future, the two cameras may be merged into one with some hardware modification.
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Start frame End frame Fig. 2 . An example of temporal aliasing. Since the light field video is very low fps, directly interpolating between the sampled frames may lead to inaccurate results. In this example, the start frame and the end frame are the same, so all interpolated results are the same.
To better visualize our results, we also develop an interactive user interface to play the resulting light field video, which allows the user to focus to any point as the video plays (Fig. 14) , track a given object and remain focused on it throughout the video (Fig. 15) , change the (effective) aperture size to create different depths of field ( Fig. 16) , and vary the viewpoints to provide a more lively viewing experience. Examples of using our interface to achieve these effects can be found in the accompanying video.
In summary, our contributions are: 1) We propose the first algorithm to generate a 30 fps light field video using consumer cameras. Experimental results demonstrate that this cannot be achieved by current state-of-the-art video interpolation and depth from video methods (Figs. 11, 12 and 13) .
2) We develop a CNN architecture to combine light field and 2D videos (Figs. 3 and 4) . In particular, we train a disparity CNN (Fig. 5a ) and an optical flow CNN (Fig. 5b) without utilizing ground truth, and cascade them to combine the angular and the temporal information.
RELATED WORK
Light Field Video. The origin of light field videos goes back at least to (Wilburn et al. 2002) . Nowadays, there are a few devices which can capture a light field video. For example, some high-end models for RayTrix (2017) , and the recent Lytro Cinema (2017). However, these devices either have lower spatial or angular resolutions, or are very expensive, and are mainly targeted for research and not for ordinary users. On the other hand, the consumer friendly Lytro ILLUM camera has an affordable price, but is not able to shoot light field videos. In this work, we combine it with an additional 2D camera to interpolate a light field video.
Video Interpolation. Many researchers have tried to upsample the frame rate of 2D videos by interpolating frames in the temporal domain (Baker et al. 2011; Liao et al. 2014; Mahajan et al. 2009; Meyer et al. 2015) . However, most existing approaches aim only for slow motion videos, taking a standard 30 fps video as input and trying to generate a very high fps video. This approach, however, is in general not enough to deal with very low fps videos. For a 30 fps video, the motion between neighboring frames is usually very small, which makes interpolation much easier. The same assumption does not hold for a 3 fps video; in fact, some motion may be entirely missing between neighboring frames, making interpolation entirely impossible, as shown in Fig. 2 . Moreover, a standard 2D video interpolation method will not produce a consistent light field video for applications like refocusing/viewpoint change, even if applied separately to each view. We show the advantage of our approach over existing 2D interpolation techniques in Sec. 5.
Light Field Super-resolution. Since a light field has a limited resolution, many methods have been proposed to increase its spatial or angular resolution (Bishop et al. 2009; Cho et al. 2013; Mitra and Veeraraghavan 2012) . Some require the input light fields to follow a specific format to reconstruct images at novel views (Levin and Durand 2010; Marwah et al. 2013; Shi et al. 2014 ). Wanner and Goldluecke (2014) propose an optimization approach to synthesize new angular views. Yoon et al. (2015) apply convolutional neural networks (CNN) to perform spatial and angular super-resolution. propose a phase-based approach to reconstruct light fields using a micro-baseline stereo pair. To synthesize new views, Kalantari et al. (2016) break the problem into depth estimation and appearance estimation and train two sequential neural networks. Wu et al. (2017) apply a CNN-based angular detail restoration on epipolar images to recover missing views. However, none of these methods are designed for temporal upsampling, which is a completely different problem.
Hybrid Imaging System. Combining cameras of two different types to complement each other has also been proposed before. However, they are either used to increase the spatial resolution (Bhat et al. 2007; Boominathan et al. 2014; Sawhney et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2016b,a) , deblur the image (Ben-Ezra and Nayar 2003) , or create hyperspectral images (Cao et al. 2011; Kawakami et al. 2011) . None of these methods has tried to increase the temporal resolution.
View Synthesis. To synthesize novel views from a set of given images, many methods first estimate the depth and warp the input images to the target view using the obtained depth (Chaurasia et al. 2013; Eisemann et al. 2008; Goesele et al. 2010 ). The final synthesized image is then a combination of these warped images. To generate a light field video, we also adopt a similar approach. Inspired by (Flynn et al. 2016; Kalantari et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2016) , we use a learning-based approach to perform the geometry and appearance estimations. However, instead of synthesizing images at new viewpoints, we perform image synthesis in the temporal domain.
2D to 3D Conversion. Given a 2D video, there are many works that try to generate the corresponding depth sequence. Konrad et al. (2012) propose a learning-based approach using millions of RGB+depth image pairs, and adopt the k nearest-neighbor (kNN) algorithm to obtain depths for a 2D query video. They then further extend it to predict pixel-wise depth maps by learning a point mapping function from local image/video attributes (Konrad et al. 2013) . Karsch et al. (2014) collect an RGBD dataset, and adopt nonparametric depth sampling to generate depths from a monoscopic video based on SIFT flows. However, their method requires the entire training dataset to be available at runtime, which requires significant memory, and is very time consuming. Besides, the above methods only generate depths, while our method can produce a light field sequence.
ALGORITHM
Given a standard (30 fps) 2D video and a very low speed light field video (e.g. 3 fps), our goal is to generate a full light field video. Since some of the 2D frames have corresponding light fields (denoted as key frames) while others do not, our main idea is to propagate this multi-view information from these keyframes to the in-between frames. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the overall architecture of our system contains two main parts: spatio-temporal flow estimation CNN and appearance estimation CNN. The spatio-temporal CNN warps the input images from the 2D video and the light field images to the target angular view; the appearance CNN then combines all the warped images to generate a final image. We chose to train neural networks over traditional methods for two reasons. First, using neural networks enables end-to-end training, which typically yields better performance than manually designing each component independently. Second, neural networks usually run 10 ∼ 100 times faster than traditional methods.
Note that the light field camera and the video camera will have slightly different viewpoints. For simplicity, we first assume the central view of the light field camera coincides with the 2D video viewpoint. In practice we estimate another flow between the two images to calibrate for that, with more details given in Sec. 4. We also discuss how to handle different color responses between the two cameras in Sec. 4. To make things simpler, we downsample the DSLR resolution to match the Lytro resolution, since spatial super-resolution is not the focus of this paper.
We denote the 2D video frames by I t and light field sequences by L t , where t = 1, 2, 3... is the frame index. Let L 0 and L T be two neighboring keyframes. Our problem can then be formulated as: given (L 0 ,L T ) and {I 0 ,I 1 , ...,I T −1 ,I T }, estimate {L 1 , ...,L T −1 }. We only compute intermediate frames between two adjacent keyframes (L 0 ,L T ), and later concatenate all the interpolated results to produce the full video.
Spatio-temporal flow estimation network
The spatio-temporal flow network can be divided into three components: disparity estimation, temporal flow estimation, and warp flow estimation, as shown in Fig. 4 . The first component estimates the disparities at the key frames. The second component (temporal flow estimation) then computes how we can propagate information between the 2D frames. Finally, the third component (warp flow estimation) utilizes the results of the previous two components and propagates disparities to all the 2D frames. We first train each component independently and then end-to-end, along with the appearance estimation network. The inputs and outputs of each component are shown in Fig. 5 , and described below. The actual network architectures will be discussed in Sec. 4. Disparity estimation. Given the light field views of one frame (denoted as L 0 or L T ), we first try to estimate the disparity of this frame at the central view. Our method is similar to the disparity CNN proposed by Kalantari et al. (2016) , which is inspired by (Flynn et al. 2016) . We briefly introduce the idea here. For each disparity level, we first shift all the views by the corresponding amounts. Ideally, if we shift them by the correct amount, all views will overlap and their mean should be a sharp (in focus) image and their variance should 2D video frames key frame 1 key frame 2 missing frame Fig. 3 . Overview of our system. Our system consists of two main parts: the spatio-temporal flow CNN and the appearance CNN. The first CNN warps the input video frames and light field images to the target angular view. The second CNN then combines all these warped views to generate a final image. Note that only one view in the light fields is shown here for simplicity. For now, we assume the central view matches the 2D video view for easier explanation. 
Overall architecture for our spatio-temporal flow estimation network. The system contains three components: disparity estimation, temporal flow estimation, and warp flow estimation. The first (left) part shows the first two components. First, we estimate the disparity at the key frames, as well as the temporal flow between the key frame and the current frame in the 2D video. Afterwards, the estimated flows are concatenated to generate five flows that warp the five input images to the target view. These five images are the two light field angular views at the previous and next keyframes, the two corresponding 2D video frames, and the current 2D frame. (b) Finally, these warped images are put into the appearance estimation network to output the final image.
be zero. Therefore, the means and variances of the shifted views are extracted to form a h × w × 2 feature map, where (h,w ) is the image size. This process is repeated for n different disparity levels, and the features are all concatenated together to form a h × w × 2n feature map. This feature is then input to a 4-layer fully convolutional network to generate the depth map. The only difference of our network from (Kalantari et al. 2016 ) is that we have all 64 light field views instead of just 4 corner views, 2 so we shift all the 64 views accordingly, and take the mean and variance of the shifted views. These shifted images are then put into a CNN to output the disparity d (x,y) at the key frame. In short, the inputs to this network are the 64 views of key frame L 0 , and the output is the disparity d 0 (Fig. 5a ). The same process is performed for the other key frame L T to obtain d T .
To train this network, the usual way is to minimize the difference between the output disparity and the ground truth. However, ground truth depths are hard to obtain. Instead, we try to minimize the loss when the output depth is used to warp other views to the central 2 The angular resolution of the Lytro ILLUM is 14 × 14. However, we only use the central 8 × 8 views as the views on the border are dark. view, which is similar to (Kalantari et al. 2016) . In particular, if we assume a Lambertian surface, the relationship between the central view L(x,y, 0, 0) and the other views L(x,y,u,v) can be modeled as
where x = (x,y) is the spatial coordinate and u = (u,v) is the angular coordinate. The loss we try to minimize is then the reconstruction difference (measured by Euclidean distance) between the two sides of (1), summed over all viewpoints,
Note that by computing the loss function this way, although we do not have the ground truth depth maps, we are still able to optimize for a functional depth map for the purpose of image synthesis. Also, although we can use methods other than CNN to compute the disparities directly as well, we found that images synthesized by these methods often produce visible artifacts, especially around occlusions. This is because they are not specifically designed for Note that although the depth is correct, it tries to borrow pixels that are already occluded, and get pixels from the occluder instead. (e) An imperfect depth, which will actually synthesize a better view as shown in (f).
view synthesis. A schematic example is shown in Fig. 6 . Note that in this case, a "perfect" depth is actually not able to reconstruct the view around the occlusion boundaries. Instead, a fuzzy depth map will generate a more visually pleasing result. The advantage of using learning-based methods is that although we do not explicitly model occlusions, the network will still try to find some way to handle them.
Temporal flow estimation. We now try to estimate the optical flow between the key frames and the in-between frames in the 2D video. We do this by estimating flows between every pair of neighboring frames in the video, and cascade the flows to get the flow between the key frame and the other frames. Without loss of generality, we consider the case where we estimate the direct flows between two frames I 0 and I t below. The inputs to this network are these two frames. The output is the flow f 0→t that warps I 0 to I t (Fig. 5b) .
Unlike the disparity estimation, this process is much harder for two reasons. First, disparity is a 1D problem, while the general flow is 2D. Second, the pixel displacement in a temporal flow is usually much larger than the case in light fields, so the search range needs to be much larger as well. Based on these conditions, if we use the same architecture as in the previous disparity network, the feature map we extract will have an intractable size. For example, in (Kalantari et al. 2016 ) each shift amount differs by about 0.4 pixels. If we want to retain the same precision for flows up to 100 pixels, our feature map will be (200/0.4) 2 × 2 = 500, 000 dimensional, which is clearly impractical.
To resolve this, we adopt a hierarchical approach instead (Fig. 7) . For the two input frames I 0 and I t , we build a Gaussian pyramid for each of them. Optical flow is then estimated at the coarsest level, and propagated to the finer level below. This process is repeated until we reach the finest level to get the final flow.
Similar to the case of disparity estimation, since ground truth flows are not available, we try to optimize by using the output flow to warp images. More specifically, the relationship between I 0 and I t can be written as
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The loss we try to minimize is the Euclidean distance between the two sides of (3),
Note that this is in contrast to other optical flow CNN training procedures such as FlowNet, which requires the ground truth flows.
Warp flow estimation. This step warps the five images shown in Fig. 3 to the target image L t u (missing frame). The five images are: the current 2D frame I t , the two 2D frames I 0 , I T and two target views L 0 u , L T u at the keyframes. Note that I t is usually closer to our final output and often contributes the most, since the angular motion is usually smaller than the temporal motion. However, in some cases the other images will have more impact on the result. For example, when part of the scene is static, L 0 u will just remain the same throughout the video, so L 0 u (or L T u ) will be closer to L t u than I t is to L t u . To generate the warp flows that warp these images to the target view, we first estimate the disparity d t u at the target view u at the current frame t (Fig. 5c up) . We do this by utilizing the disparities obtained from key frames 0 and T to generate the central view disparity d t first. To utilize the disparity at key frame 0, we can first "borrow" its disparity in the same way we borrow its color pixels,
Similarly, we can also borrow the disparity from key frame T ,
The final disparity should be somewhere between these two "borrowed" disparities. Intuitively, when we are closer to frame 0, the current disparity should be closer to d 0 , so the weight for it should be higher, and vice versa. We thus add the temporal position λ as an input to the CNN, indicating this "closeness"
However, since we have no idea how the object depth changes between these two timeframes, there is no simple way to combine the two disparities. Moreover, what we have now is the disparity which warps the target view u to the central view (forward mapping), while we are actually interested in warping the central view to the target view (backward mapping). This is in general very complex and no easy solution exists. Therefore, we try to learn this transformation using a neural network. We thus put the two borrowed disparities and λ into a CNN to output the final disparity. The output of the network is d t u which satisfies
The loss function of this network is then the Euclidean distance between the two images,
Note that L t (x, u) is only available in training data, which are collected using the method described in Sec. 4.2.
Warping. After we obtain the disparity d t u , we are now finished with the estimation part of this step (Fig. 5c up) , and can move on to the warping part (Fig. 5c bottom) . Note that this part is entirely procedural and does not involve any CNNs. We warp all neighboring images to the missing target view by cascading the flows. For example, let y ≡ x − u · d t u (x). Then since I t (y) = I 0 (y + f 0→t (y)) from (3), we can rewrite (8) as
which warps frame 0 of the 2D video to the current target view. The above example shows how we can warp one input frame, namely the lower left input image I 0 in Fig. 3 to L t . We denote this warped image as I 0 , where the tilde symbol indicates warped images. In the same way, we can also warp the four other input images in Fig. 3 , generating five warped images I t , I 0 , I T , L 0 u , and L T u . The warp flows for all the five images are discussed in Appendix A. These five images are then inputs to the next (appearance estimation) neural network to estimate L t (x, u).
Appearance estimation network
After we warp all the images to the target view, we need to find a way to combine all these images to generate the final output. Existing approaches usually use a simple weighted average to linearly combine them. However, these simple approaches are usually not sufficient to handle cases in which the warped images differ significantly. Instead, we train another network to combine them, inspired by (Kalantari et al. 2016 ). We stack all five warped images together, along with the disparities and flows we estimated, the target view position u, and the temporal position λ, and put them into a network to generate the final image (Fig. 5d) . The disparities and flows should be useful when detecting occlusion boundaries and choosing different images we want to use. The angular and the temporal positions indicate which images should be weighted more when combining the warped images. Note that unlike (Kalantari et al. 2016) , where the input images differ only in the angular domain, here our input images are different in both angular and temporal domains, so the weighting mechanism is even more complex. The final outputL t (x, u) of the network is the target image. The loss of this network is thus
where L t (x, u) is available in the training data. The same procedure is performed for each target view and each time frame to generate the corresponding images.
IMPLEMENTATION
We first explain our network architectures in Sec. 4.1, then describe how we train and test our models in Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3.
Network architecture
For our disparity CNN, the architecture is similar to (Kalantari et al. 2016) . For the temporal flow CNN, we adopt a hierarchical approach to estimate the optical flow (Fig. 7) . In particular, we first build a pyramid for the two input images. After the flow in the coarsest level is estimated, it is upsampled and used to warp the finer image below. The warped images are then inputs to the network in the next level. This process is repeated until the finest flow is estimated (Fig. 7a) . For each layer in the pyramid, the network architectures are the same and are shown in Fig. 7b . For the warp flow CNN and Note that the region around the man's head, which was occluded in the source image, cannot be reproduced well by FlowNet, since it tries to borrow pixels that are already occluded, similar to the case in Fig. 6 .
the appearance CNN, the network architectures are similar to the sub-CNN in the temporal flow CNN. Finally, note that we train our network to generate better final images with an image reconstruction loss function, which is different from previous CNN-based optical flow methods (e.g. FlowNet (Dosovitskiy et al. 2015) ). In their cases, the ground truth optical flow is available for networks to directly minimize the flow error. However, we found our approach usually generates more visually pleasing results when warping images, since we are explicitly minimizing the color errors. In particular, in the case of occlusions, the correct flow will actually try to borrow a pixel that is occluded by some other object, resulting in visible artifacts (Fig. 8) . Although our flow often looks worse, we are free of this problem by minimizing color errors instead of flow errors.
Training and Evaluation
We describe how we obtain the ground truth and some details of training our model in this subsection. Upon publication, the source code, the model and the datasets will be released, which will be a useful resource for further research on light field videos.
Ground truth data. To collect training data for our system, we shoot about 120 diverse scenes with slow camera motion or slowly varying object motion using the Lytro ILLUM camera. By collecting data this way, we are able to capture enough temporal information from this "slow motion" light field video as ground truth. Each sequence contains about 10 frames. For each recorded video clip, we treat the first frame and the last frame as keyframes, and the central views of light field images as 2D video frames. We then generate other angular views for the 8 intermediate light field frames via our approach, and compare the generated output with the ground truth data we captured. Example training and test scenes are shown in the supplementary video.
Training details. We now train a network to estimate the light fields for each of the in-between frames in our captured training data. For each training example, we randomly crop the image to extract patches of size 320 × 320. In this way, we have effectively more than 10,000,000 patches for training. We also perform standard data augmentation methods such as randomly scaling the images between [0.9, 1.1] and swapping color channels. We initialized the network weights using the MSRA filler (He et al. 2015 ) and trained our system using the ADAM solver (Kingma and Ba 2014) , with β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, and a learning rate of 0.0001. At every iteration of training, we update the weights of our network using the gradient descent approach. Since each operation of our network is differentiable (convolutions, warpings, etc), computing the gradients can be easily done using the chain rule.
To ease the training difficulty, we first perform stage-wise training of each component in our system, and then perform joint training on all components. This is a common trick to train complex networks (Hinton and Salakhutdinov 2006) .
For the stage-wise training, the losses for the three components of the spatio-temporal flow network are stated in (2), (4) and (9), respectively. After this network is trained, we fix its weights to generate the inputs to the appearance estimation network, and train the appearance estimation network with the loss described in (11).
For joint training, we train both the spatio-temporal flow CNN and the appearance CNN jointly to optimize the cost function defined in (11). This is basically the same as training the appearance CNN only, but allowing the weights in the spatio-temporal flow CNN to change as well. We initialize the weights of each network from what we obtained from stage-wise training. To reduce the memory consumption of joint training, we use a few angular views instead of all the 64 views in the disparity CNN. More training details can be found in Appendix B.
Quantitative Evaluation. To evaluate our method quantitatively, we shot 30 more scenes using the same method (i.e. slow camera motion and object motion) that we used to acquire the training data. We treat this as the test dataset for quantitative evaluation, and compare the image reconstruction error of our method against other previous approaches in Sec. 5.1.
Testing in real-world scenarios
For real-world scenarios where the "ideal" central view of light field images is inaccessible, we build a prototype in which a DSLR is connected with the Lytro ILLUM via a tripod screw adapter (Fig. 1a) . The DSLR records a standard 30 fps 2D video (rotated by 180 degrees), while the Lytro camera captures a 3 fps light field sequence, both of which are used as inputs to our network.
Camera calibration. Since the DSLR view does not exactly match the central view of the Lytro camera in terms of viewpoint and color statistics, we first calibrate them by estimating a flow between the two views using non rigid dense correspondence (NRDC) (HaCohen et al. 2011) . We chose NRDC due to its robustness to color differences between two cameras. Furthermore, it can output the color transfer function between the two images, so that they can look identical. Figure 9 shows example results before and after the calibration. Finally, to reduce blur in the DSLR image, we always use an aperture of f /11 or smaller for the DSLR.
Camera synchronization. Next, to synchronize the images taken with the two cameras, we use the shutter sound the Lytro camera generates when taking images, which is recorded in the video. Typically, there will be roughly 10 to 15 2D frames between the Lytro camera shots, since the continuous shooting mode does not take images very steadily. Using the sound to dynamically adjust to that gives us better matches than relying on a fixed number.
Testing details. After these two calibrations, the same procedure follows as in the training process except the following differences. First, we downsample the DSLR image to match the Lytro camera resolution. Second, we use all the 64 views in the keyframes rather than randomly sampling 4 views to compute the disparity maps. Finally, we now need to generate all the angular views (including the central view) for each 2D video frame.
RESULTS
Below we compare our results both quantitatively (Sec. 5.1) and qualitatively (Sec. 5.2) to other methods, and show applications (Sec. 5.3) and discuss limitations (Sec. 5.4) of our system. A clearer side-by-side comparison and demonstration of our system can be found in the accompanying video. Our system is also significantly faster than other methods, taking less than one second to generate an image. A detailed timing of each stage is described in Sec. 5.1.
Quantitative comparison
We evaluate our method quantitatively by using the test set described in Sec. 4.2. We compare with direct video interpolation methods and depth from video methods. For video interpolation, we interpolate the light field frames using Epicflow (Revaud et al. 2015) and FlowNet (Dosovitskiy et al. 2015) , independently for each viewpoint. Note that they only have the light field frames as input, since there is no easy way to incorporate the high speed video frames into their system. After flows are estimated, the forward warping process is done using the method described in (Baker et al. 2011 ). For depth from video, we compare with depthTransfer (Karsch et al. 2014) , which generates a depth sequence by finding candidates in the training set. Their software also enables production of a stereo sequence using the obtained depths. We thus provide the light field keyframes as training sets, and modify their rendering code to output light fields instead of stereo pairs at each 2D frame. The average PSNR and SSIM values across all in-between frames and the four corner views are reported in Table 1 . Our method achieves significant improvement over other methods.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we also try to replace each component in the system by another method. The comparison is shown in Table 2 . For the disparity CNN, we replace it with the model in (Kalantari et al. 2016) , and two other traditional methods . It can be seen that the Table 2 . Component-wise quantitative comparison for our method. We replace each component in our system by another method, and let the rest of the system stay the same. The first row specifies the component of interest; the second row specifies the replacing method. It can be seen that all methods achieve worse results than our method (shown in Table 1 ).
traditional methods are not optimized for synthesizing views, so their results are much worse; besides, our method is two to three orders of magnitude faster than these methods. For (Kalantari et al. 2016) , although the model is also used for view synthesis, it does not account for temporal flows in the system. In contrast, our system is trained end-to-end with the flow estimation, thus resulting in better performance. A visual comparison of generated depth is shown in Fig. 10 . For the temporal flow CNN, we replace it with Epicflow (Revaud et al. 2015) and FlowNet (Dosovitskiy et al. 2015) . Although they can in general produce more accurate flows, they are not designed for synthesizing views, so our system still performs slightly better. Also note that our flow network is two orders of magnitude faster than Epicflow. For the warp flow CNN, since no easy substitute can be found, we do not have any comparisons. Finally, for the appearance CNN, we replace it with using only I t and a weighted average of all warped images. Again, these results are not comparable to our original result, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our appearance CNN.
Timing. Our method takes 0.92 seconds to generate a 352 × 512 novel view at a particular timeframe, using an Intel i7 3.4 GHz machine with a GeForce Titan X GPU. Specifically, it takes 0.66 seconds to estimate the disparities, 0.2 seconds to estimate the temporal flows, 0.03 seconds to evaluate the warp flow CNN and warp the images, and 0.03 seconds to evaluate the appearance CNN. Also note that many of these steps (disparity and temporal flow estimations) can be reused when computing different viewpoints, and the parts that require recomputing only take 0.06 seconds. In contrast, Epicflow takes about 30 seconds (15 seconds for computing flows and 15 seconds for warping images using (Baker et al. 2011)) , and depthTransfer takes about two minutes. Although flow estimation by FlowNet is fast (around 0.1 seconds), the subsequent warping process still takes about 15 seconds.
Qualitative comparison
We visualize the results taken with our prototype (Fig. 1a) qualitatively in this subsection.
Comparison against video interpolation methods. For Epicflow and FlowNet, since these methods cannot easily deal with very low fps inputs, they usually produce temporally inconsistent results, as shown in Fig. 11 . For the first scene, we have a toy train moving toward the camera. Note that both Epicflow and FlowNet generate ghosting around the train head, especially as the train is closer so it is moving more quickly. For the lucky cat scene, the body of the cat on the right is swinging. Although optical flow methods can handle the relatively static areas, they cannot deal with the fast moving head and arm of the cat. Next, we have a video of a woman dancing. Again, ghosting effects can be seen around the face and the arms of the woman. Note that in addition to incorrect flows, the ghosting is also partly due to the effect shown in Fig. 6 , so the woman appears to have multiple arms. For the dining table scene, the man at the front is acting aggressively, shaking his body and waving his arm. As a result, the other interpolation algorithms fail to produce consistent results. Finally, for the last two scenes, we capture sequences of walking people, with the camera relatively still in the first scene and moving in the second scene. Although the people in general are not moving at a high speed, visible artifacts can still be seen around them.
Comparison against depth from video methods. Comparing with depthTransfer requires more care since it also takes the 2D video as input. In fact, we observe that it usually just copies or shifts the 2D video frames to produce different angular results. Therefore, their results seem to be temporally consistent, but they actually lack the parallax which exists in real light field videos.
To verify the above observation, we first use the test set described in Sec. 4.2, where we have ground truth available. The results of the upper leftmost angular views produced by both our method and depthTransfer are shown in Fig. 12 . For each inset, the left column is our result (above) and the error compared to ground truth (bottom), while the right column is the result by depthTransfer and its error. For the first scene, we have a tree and a pole in front of a building. Note that our method realistically reconstructs the structure of the branches. For depthTransfer, since it usually just shifts the scene, although the result may seem reasonable, it lacks the correct parallax so the difference with the ground truth is still large. Next, we have a challenging scene of furry flowers. Note that depthTransfer distorts the building behind and produces artifacts on the flower boundary, while our method can still generate reasonable results. For the bike scene, again depthTransfer distorts the mirror and fails to generate correct parallax for the steering handle. Finally, in the last scene our method realistically captures the shape of the flower and the leaves, while depthTransfer has large errors compared to the ground truth.
Next, we compare with depthTransfer using the scenes captured with our prototype. Example results are shown in Fig. 13 . We show all four corner views at once, so we can see the parallax between different views more easily. It can be seen that results by depthTransfer have very little parallax, while our method generates more reasonable results. This effect is even clearer to see in the refocused images, where results by depthTransfer are actually sharp everywhere. On the other hand, our refocused images have blurry foreground and sharp background.
Applications
After we obtain the 30 fps light field video, we demonstrate that we are able to do video refocusing. This is useful for changing the focus plane back and forth in a video, or fixing the focus on a particular object no matter where it goes. We also develop an interactive user interface where the user can click on particular points as the video plays, so the point will become in focus. The usage of the interface is shown in the accompanying video, and the results are shown in Fig. 14 . In an alternative mode, after the user clicks a point at the start of the video, our algorithm automatically tracks that point using KLT and always focuses on it throughout the video; the results are shown in Fig. 15 . Finally, the user can also change the effective aperture to produce different depths of field at each frame, so that does not need to be determined when shooting the video (Fig. 16 ). All these features are only achievable on light field videos, which are captured and rendered for the first time using consumer cameras by our system.
Limitations and future work
There are several limitations to our system. First, our results are still not completely artifact-free. We found that artifacts occur mostly around occlusions and are usually caused by improper flow estimation. Since flows between images are undefined in occluded regions, images warped by these flows tend to have some errors in the corresponding regions as well. Our system improves upon current methods by a large margin thanks to end-to-end training, but still cannot solve this problem entirely. An example is shown in Fig. 17 . A benefit of our system is that we decompose the pipeline into different components. In the future, if a better flow method is proposed, we can replace that component with such a new method to improve results.
Second, since the Lytro ILLUM camera has a small baseline, the object we try to shoot cannot be too far away. However, if the object is too close, the two views from the Lytro camera and the DSLR become too different and will have large occlusions, making the alignment hard. Therefore, currently our system cannot shoot objects too close or too far away. This can be mitigated by using a smaller attachable camera other than a DSLR, e.g. phone cameras, or having a larger baseline light field camera. Another more fundamental way to deal with this problem is to integrate this into the learning system as well and train end-to-end, so the network can try to infer the difference between the two cameras. This may also save us from running NRDC calibration, which is relatively slow.
Third, if motion blur exists in the videos, the flow estimation will often fail, making the disparity transfer fail. Therefore, currently we ensure the exposure time is low enough that no motion blur occurs. Usually this is easily achievable as long as the scene is not too dark. If capturing a dark scene is inevitable, a possible solution is to deblur the images first. The process can be made easier if we have sharp images from one of the two cameras by using different exposures. This may also make HDR imaging possible. Next, we do not utilize the extra resolution in the DSLR now. An improvement over our system would be to take that into account and generate a high resolution light field video. We leave this to future work.
Finally, with the availability of light field videos, we would like to extend previous visual understanding work to videos, such as estimating saliency (Li et al. 2014) , materials (Wang et al. 2016c ), or matting (Cho et al. 2014 ) for dynamic objects and scenes. . Angular comparisons against depthTransfer (dT) on our test set. For each inset, the left column is our result (up) and the error compared to ground truth (bottom), while the right column is the result by depthTransfer and its error. The ground truth is not shown here due to its closeness to our result. Note that our results have much smaller errors. The effect is much easier to see in the accompanying video.
our corner views dT corner views our corner views dT corner views our refocused result dT refocused result our refocused result dT refocused result input frame input frame Fig. 13 . Angular comparisons against depthTransfer (dT) on real-world scenarios. In the first row, we show the input frame and the four corner views produced by each method. In the second row, we show the results when refocused to the background. It can be seen that our method generates visible parallax between different views, while results by depthTransfer have very little parallax, so their refocused results are sharp everywhere. The effect is much easier to see in the accompanying video.
CONCLUSION
We propose a novel algorithm to capture a light field video using a hybrid camera system. Although current light field technologies have many benefits, they are mainly restricted to only still images, due to the high bandwidth usage. By incorporating an additional 2D camera to capture the temporal information, we propose a pipeline to combine the 2D video and the sparse light field sequence to generate a full light field video. Our system consists of a spatio-temporal flow CNN and an appearance CNN. The flow CNN propagates the temporal information from the light field frames to the 2D frames, and warps all images to the target view. The appearance CNN then takes in these images and generates the final image. Experimental results demonstrate that our method can capture realistic light field videos, and outperforms current video interpolation and depth from video methods. This enables many important applications on videos, such as dynamic refocusing and focus tracking. We believe this is an important new page for light fields, bringing light field imaging techniques to videography.
A CONCATENATION OF FLOWS
We show how we warp the five images I t ,I 0 ,I T ,L 0 and L T to L t in this section. In the main text we have already shown how to warp I t and I 0 to get I t and I 0 (by (8) and (10)). We now show how to warp L 0 . Let z ≡ y + f 0→t (y). Then since I 0 (x) = L 0 (x, 0) = L 0 (x + u · d 0 (x), u) from (1), we can rewrite (10) as
Similarly, we can write the warp flows for I T and L T as
Fig. 14. Examples of the video refocusing application. After we get the light fields and disparities at each frame, we can easily change the focus distances throughout the video. For each sequence, the first row shows when it is focused at the front, while the second row shows the video focused at the back. Results are best seen electronically when zoomed in.
B TRAINING DETAILS
For the end-to-end training, ideally a training example should contain all the images between two key frames and try to output the entire light field sequence. That is, we should have the two light fields (L 0 ,L T ) (which include I 0 and I T ) and the 2D frames {I 1 , ...,I t −1 } as inputs, and try to output {L 1 , ...,L t −1 }. However, as it is not possible to fit the entire light field sequence into memory during training, each training example only samples some views in the light fields and one frame in the 2D sequence. In particular, instead of using all angular views in the two key frames 0 and T , each time we only randomly sample 4 views u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 in addition to the central view u 0 . These five views are then used in the disparity estimation network to generate the disparity at the key frames. Similarly, instead of using the central views of all in-between frames, for each training example we only select one frame t as input. The flows between the key frames and frame t are then estimated using the temporal flow network. This can be seen as angular and temporal "crop, " just as we would randomly crop in the spatial domain during training. For output, we also randomly sample one angular view u at frame t. The warp flow network then takes view u and u 0 (the central view) at the two key frames, as well as the 2D frame I t and warps them. Finally the color estimation network takes these Fig. 15 . Examples of video focus tracking. In the first row, we fixed the focus plane distance throughout the video. In the second row, we automatically track the point the user clicks at the beginning (the train on the top and the tiger's face in the bottom), and change the focus plane accordingly.
(a) Small aperture (b) Large aperture Fig. 16 . An example of changing aperture. After the video is taken, the depth of field can still easily be changed. In (b) we keep the man in the foreground in focus while blurring the background due to the larger virtual aperture.
Our result Ground truth Ours GT Fig. 17 . An example on a challenging scene. In the red inset, our method fails to capture the line structure of the window since it was previously occluded by the twig. Similarly, in the blue inset, our method generates elongated leaves compared to the ground truth.
warped images and generates the final output. More clearly, the inputs for one training example are: six views (u 0 , ..., u 4 and u) in the two key frame light fields L 0 and L T , and one 2D frame I t (I 0 and I T are just view u 0 from L 0 and L T ). The output L t (x, u) is one view at frame t. The network then tries to minimize the image reconstruction loss (measured by Euclidean distance) between the generated output and L t (x, u).
